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From: Stuart [mailto:swimstul8@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Saturday, June 04,2016 7:35 AM 
To: Puco ContactOPSB <contactopsb@puco.ohio.gov> 
Subject; Opposition to Duke pipeline 

To whom it may concern, 
I am a residentof Blue Ash, OH and my family's lives and our dwelling will be directly affected if the 

Duke's natural pipeline is approved. I will be attending the meeting that will be held in the near future, 
but it doesn't make sense to jeopardize any number of lives to save a few bucks to route this through 
densely populated areas. Why is it necessary? Why take the risk when people could be killed? In the 
end. Duke's proposed pipeline doesn't serve the customer in any way. I will gladly pay more for the 
services that are currently provided to ensure our safety. Even if they follow all the safety protocols and 
procedures, an accident could happen and kill many more people because it is located in a densely 
populated area than it would if it were located elsewhere. Would you want to jeopardize your family for 
the convenience ofa utility company? Nobody can guarantee safety so the best solution is to AVOID 
populated areas. That is the utmost concern I Please do not allow this proposal to pass through our 
neighborhoods. How would you fee if this passed by your house? How would you feel if an explosion 
occurred and killed or severely injured you family or loved ones? How would you feel if you knew it 
could have been prevented? This is where we are at now and I ask that you please consider these 
concerns when evaluating this proposal. 
Sincerely concerned, 

Stuart and Kady Willison 
Blue Ash, OH 45242 
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